
Evolution Edition EER4
This document details the application architecture for the Blue PrismCloud® platform, Evolution Edition.
The following sections define the components within a Blue PrismCloud Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
deployment, configuration and capabilities.

Blue Prism Cloud®
Blue PrismCloud brings together the principles of Cloud, Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) to offer a proprietary Software as a Service (SaaS) platformdesigned to automate and
digitize the execution of knowledge-based work. Digitalworkers are deployed non-disruptively into
business operations and work by emulating the way people use business systems, the decisions they
make and the processes they follow, to augment, replace, or digitize manualwork processes.

Logical architecture
The Blue PrismCloud logical architecture is illustrated below,with details of their operation covered in the
following sections. The Blue PrismCloud digitalworkforce is centered around capabilities that underpin its
ability to support business outcomes. These categories are:

Skills
The Skills required to do something. Skills include the following functionalities:

• The ability to use business applications like a humanworker does, interacting with the existing
application interface and emulating a humanworker

• The ability to communicate, interpret, extract and generate natural language

• The ability to read unstructured text fromemails or document images

• The ability to identify key pieces of information, interpreting not only the intent of the communication,
but also the sentiment

• The ability to translate frommore than 60 languages

• The ability to use machine learning to improve over time

Knowledge
The Knowledge on how to do the required skill. Knowledge is the information about a given task, process
or activity which is taught to the digitalworker. Essentially, this is the workflow required to complete a
business process,which is defined into a series of actions and decision logic. Each business process will be
categorized with a priority and business service level so that the platform can effectively orchestrate a
variety of tasks and processes in an order which is relevant to the business.
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Channels
Channels is the framework of communication into the platformand to the digitalworkforce.Whether this is
through standard business applications, through email or a text message, through reading a scanned
document, through information provided online via a web formwith human/digitalworker collaboration or
through a real-time conversational interface such as chatbot.
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Component architecture

The following items detail the sub-components of the Blue PrismCloud® platform, including their function
and capabilities.

Direct and operate
At the core of the platform is IADA®, the Intelligent Automated Digital Assistant. This operates as the
digital brainwithin the digitalworkforce, supporting the communication of the sub-components, creating
machine learning driven levels of utilization and providing cognitive capabilities to the digitalworker
execution layer.

A key function of IADA is its orchestration capability. IADA Orchestrator acts as an intelligent virtual
supervisor for the digitalworkforce, coordinating the allocation of tasks (automated processes) based on
business relevant metrics. IADA Orchestrator is configured to be aware of process and application
performance trends, along with priority and service level expectations, tomaximize workforce utilization.
IADA Orchestrator autonomously load-balances the digitalworkforce maintaining an internal queue to
ensure that if digitalworkers are not immediately available, processes are queued for execution by the
next suitable digitalworker.

Key features include:

• Managing the auto-scaling of the digitalworkforce, activating newworkers as required, ensuring the
availability of scale-up resources should they be required and managing the scale-down of
resources no longer required;

• Marshalls access to processes by, protecting Process Database access, acting as the single
decryption point of any credentials or parameters and ensuring complete segregation of the
processes, access credentials and reporting information;

• Exposes a middleware layer which allows organizations to leverage existing systems to push jobs
directly to the platform for scheduling and execution via an exposed API.

Within the EER4 platform two IADA Orchestrators are deployed in a primary and standby configuration.
This enables the testing of Blue Prismupgrades prior to a deployment to the Production environment.
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Design and manage
Powered by the intelligence data collected from IADA,Hub supports the operators and controllers of the
platform. Hub is a web accessible interface used to command and monitor your digitalworkforce. Hub
provides users secure access to:

• Management Information

• Workforce Process Prioritization

• Automation Customization and Development

• Process Log and Exception information

• OCR/iOCRAnalysis

• Intelligent Schedule Advisor

• Real Time digitalworker views

• Component Library

• Wireframer development tools

• Digitalworker Live Access

Build
The build aspects of the platform contain two key elements.

• Wireframer –Allows the automation developer to rapidly deploy business objects and actions that
will form the structure of the business process being automated. The simplicity is the ability it allows
in the definition of these business objects and actions, along with best practice techniques, to ensure
that enterprise grade automations are always built.

• Blue Prism Design Studio – Forms part of Blue Prism, is the component used to capture the
business process steps and actions in the formof a workflow. The simplicity of Blue PrismDesign
Studio enables individuals with no experience of programming to capture a business process and to
simulate its actions.

Digital worker
Blue PrismCloud digitalworkers employ Intelligent Automation (IA) tomanage the execution of processes
through following a defined workflow and interacting with applications and systems through their
standard user interface (UI). This is performed using the Blue PrismRuntime environment. Blue Prism
Cloud digitalworkers are generic run-time instances, not hard coded to any particular work task, process,
job queue or department, but available as resources to execute work as orchestrated by IADA.Digital
workers have a set of continually evolving external capabilities which can be consumed by the digital
workforce within the overall platform. Current features supported include:

• Translation – Converting a naturally formed message into over 60 supported languages

• Natural language processing – Read – extracting the sentiment, key phrases and language froma
message

• Natural language generation – Extracting numerical or statistical informationwhich is then
transposed into naturally formed written language

• Natural language understanding –Understand – extracting the sentiment behind text whether
this is in the formof an email or a chatbot message

• IADA vision –A mechanism for interpreting images and in real-time, producing information in a
machine-readable format
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• AI skills – Expands the capabilities of the digitalworker to “learn” fromprevious work tasks
performed and improve performance and efficiencies of the digitalworkforce

Channels
To get data into the platform is a key requirement, whether this is structured or unstructured data, the data
will have to be processed froma variety of sources. These include the following:

• Business application – This is the ability to interact with a business application, using the application
user interface, the same way that a humanworker would.

• Email –A Blue Prismbusiness object artifact that has been designed to allow a more fully flexible
and powerful email management solution for Intelligent Automation. This is used by the digital
workforce to provide a complete email management tool for Microsoft Outlook. The artifact also
accepts input and output of native design data structures such as Collections. There is no need to
mess around with JSON, XML or List objects, with complex and unreliable conversion functions.

• OCR (Optical Character Recognition) –OCR delivers the functionality of turning image-based
inputs such as TIFF and PDF files intomachine searchable data using optical and image character
recognition. Any material will be ingested, decompiled and the output passed to the IADA
Orchestrator as a machine searchable format and used as part of an automated process. Blue Prism
Cloud is capable of further extending the use cases available by being able to inspect and extract
only relevant itemswithin a document against a set of ‘learned’ criteria created through observing
the actions taken by SMEs. This practice requires examples to be learnt and over time to allow it to
become more autonomous (confident) to extract and process material with no human input. To
support a scenario where the platformwas low in confidence i.e. unable to identify the required
information, the item is passed to a human for verification.

• SMS – Text messages interpreted by the platformallow an interactionwith an automated business
process.
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• Chat – Enables end users to engage with the Blue PrismCloud platform through using a
conversational user interface (CUI). Chat uses natural language processing to understand the
context and intent of a discussion to understand and identify a user, interpret their requirement and
then collect the necessary inputs to pass the task for execution. Chat is non-industry, non-use case
specific, meaning it is entirely flexible and configurable to a business function.
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• Web Forms (Interact) – The Interact interface is a customizable web portal, accessible fromany
computer or mobile device via a browser, which allows organizations to address a range of
processes requiring manual initiation (attended automation) or intervention (human/digitalworker
collaboration) including numerous front-office use cases.

Interact acts as both an initiation point for jobs, and a presentation layer for any results. Established
as a client-specific, multi-faceted configuration and therefore Interact can give a highly customized
look and feel to each user within an organization’s internal or external user base, based on their
configuration.

Access controls dictate which options (automated processes) are available to each user, and thus a
single instance can present different options dependent on a role, group, or customer classification.

Interact is service catalogue-oriented and presents automations in the formof customized items,
typically displayed as icons and/or drop-downmenus, behind which dynamic web forms can gather
information needed to drive an automated process. This allows for a dynamic set of fields /
questions to be displayed based on the prerequisite information of the activity to be carried out.

Two Interact systems are deployed in a production/development configuration. This enables the
testing of Interact process upgrades prior to a deployment to the Production environment.
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Attributes

Availability attributes

Database and backup services
The Blue PrismCloud databases are hosted within a Microsoft Azure DB architecture containing
proprietary replicated and secure database instances used by the Blue PrismCloud platform. These
include the Hub, Interact, OCR and Intelligent Automation databases. The architecture of the database
ensures continual operation irrespective of component level failure with Point in Time Recovery to allow for
a controlled rollback to anywhere within the last 7 days to support client disaster recovery requirements.
The Blue PrismCloud application IA function also supports a backup service by means of creating
automation releases. Since all configuration, access credentials, reporting and library data can be created
as a release, additional options exist for a client to take-away and store instances of a configuration.

Geo-replication
Blue PrismCloud provide optional database replication practices tomeet a client’s disaster recovery
requirements. Each of the production databases are automatically replicated to a secondary datacenter
providing anRPO of 1 hour and RTO of 12 hours within all platform configurations as standard.

Site to site VPN
The VPN connection is configured to grant access for the digitalworkers to the applications and also to
allow the clients to access and operate the platform. In forming a persistent, highly available Site to Site
connection, secured with a Pre-shared key, the platform is continuously available to deliver work.

Security attributes
We have architected the Blue PrismCloud platform from the ground up with the principles of information
and cyber security at the core. The following sections detail the security pillars that underpin every
deployment, as well as the safeguards in place to ensure that only authorized individuals within the client
organization can access the system.
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Platform segregation
The Blue PrismCloud platform is a client dedicated, segregated instance, it is not multi-tenanted. All
components are deployed within a Microsoft Azure dedicated subscription,meaning the uppermost level
of segregation is defined. Development and Production instances employ logical segregation to ensure
processes adhere to a release management cycle when being promoted fromenvironment to
environment. Refer to the Blue PrismCloud platformarchitecture in the diagrambelow.
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Interact and IADA Orchestrator deployments
Interactwill be deployed with a Production and Development instance for this release to support the
traditional approach to software development. IADA Orchestratorwill be delivered as primary instances
for normal Business as Usual (BAU) services. However, a secondary instance of the IADA Orchestrator
systemwill exist whichwill be utilized during maintenance windows to allow the client / partner the ability
to test and verify within Blue Prismprior to deployment to their Production environment.

Access and Identity Management
Blue PrismCloud uses Azure Access and Identity Management and ensure user accounts are provided on
a per subscription / client basis, with new client deployments needing to be requested, authorized and
manually added to users’ permission set as part of a security management process. In addition,Multi-
Factor Authentication (MFA) is used for the authentication of users.

Security Centre
Blue PrismCloud usesMicrosoft Azure Security Centre to understand the security state of all provided
services as well as enforce a policy-driven configuration.

In line with service commitments, Blue PrismCloud monitors and examine the conditions of the platform for
optimumperformance,while also remaining unaware of the process configurationsmanaged by a client’s
users. This segregation of visibility is made possible through client-controlled encryption routines that
secure sensitive content.
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Credential management
As part of an automated process, digitalworkers authenticate against the client applications in the same
way as a user would, including employing Active Directory Single-Sign-On (SSO), named account, or even
soft tokens. An encrypted credential store is also integrated into the Blue PrismCloud platform is, allowing
an association between digitalworkers, applications and processes. The store is also encrypted within the
SQL Azure database,with added encryption configured by Blue PrismCloud to the AES-256 standard.
Only IADA Orchestrator can access the credential store.

Data residency and control
As part of a defined automated process, the Blue PrismCloud platformwill access the relevant systems
and applications as required. Although data is accessed as part of a process, there is no requirement for
this data to be stored at rest, or permanently reside within the Blue PrismCloud platformwhen processed
by a digitalworker. Instead, it is transient – held inmemory for its purpose, then purged after completing
the next automated action.When using the extensible components of the platform – such as Interact, chat
or OCR – the platform’s default configuration also ensures no information is retained e.g. using the Interact
as a means of initiating an automation. Should the Interact or any other initiation component be configured
to collect data, then this information should be anonymized. Data collected is temporarily saved until
purged and should be considered temporarily stored at rest. Additionalmaterial on data residency and
controls are available in the Data Security datasheet.

Environmental security
The Blue PrismCloud platform is underpinned by a Virtual Private Network,which then is extended to the
client environment through a Site to Site VPN connection. As part of the perimeter security, Blue Prism
Cloud configures Network Security Groups to enable and secure platformaccess frompre-agreed entry
points. It is also architected in a manner to deny Blue PrismCloud access to the platform, thereby ensuring
all communication is initiated from the client’s environment. Network Security Groups are also used to
enforce port level restrictions around the flow of traffic as highlighted in the diagramwithin the Security
Attributes section.

Patching, anti-virus and group policy management
The Blue PrismCloud platform is provisioned in a dedicated and untenanted configuration, creating an
extension of the client workforce. Once the digitalworkers can communicate with the client environment it
is also possible to enroll the digitalworkers under any client patchmanagement policy or mandated anti-
virus / malware procedures. Please note that any patches or updates to applications which are used as
part of an automated processesmust be appropriately tested prior to release to ensure that there is no
change to expected automation functionality.
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